
Nick Angelo @nick.anjuggalo
Meloncholia and Moralism 
By Douglas Crimp
A critique on health crisis politics that feels revitalized during the current 
moment. 

Lisa Anne Auerbach @auerbachtoberfest
Honsestrik: Forlaget Hosetryk
by Kirsten Hofstratter 

For knitters who want to wear their politics on their sleeve, this 1973 Danish 
book shows the way.

Scott Benzel @scottbenzal

FOIA release of CIA document on Soviet Psychic Weapons.  

Declassified CIA files exposing the intellectual propaganda war machine. 
By Various

Lynne Berman @lynneemberman
Requiem
The Complete Poems of Anna Akhmantova
Edited by Roberta Reeder
Published  in Russia during perestroika, this book of poems explore  love, loss 
and revolution.  



Akina Cox @akinacox
Evicted: Poverty and Profit in the American City
By Matthew Desmond

Evicted lays bare American poverty and tries to give voice to those on the 
margins. 

Luke Harnden @lukeharnden

Unusual Cruelty: The Complicity of Lawyers in the Criminal Injustice System
By Alec Karakatsanis

An exploration on how bias and prejudicial thinking dominate in a legal field that 
touts objectivity and impartiality. 

Kysa Johnson @kysajohnson

Short Forms: A Short History of Political Art 
By Christian Viveros-Faune

 Sharp witted exploration into art at the forefront of political resistance. 

Sarana Mehra @sarana_mehra
Learning to Die in the Anthropocene: Reflections on the End of a Civilization

An essay on climate change, the threat to civilization and the call for a radical 
shift in how we live. 



Ry Rocklen @ryrocklen

Shaping Our Future: Working towards a Global & Ecological Transformation
By various 
Edited by Jochen Steinhilber & Konstantin Woinoff

A radical text by the Progressive Alliance looking to connect progressive parties 
across the globe. 

About Artists 4 Democracy  

Artists for Democracy was founded to help promote democratic and progressive ideals by 
mobilizing artists to involve themselves in political action. Through voter registration drives, 
fund raisers and events we seek to foster and protect our participatory democracy. These texts, 
chosen by our core members, reflect their individual concerns, values & hopes for future change.    


